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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to develop an understanding of how women

with children describe and manage successful transition to the student role when they

reenter university, Reentry students were defined as 25 a¡d olde¡.

Long qualitative interviews with ten female reentry students at the University

of Manitoba we¡e used to study the transition into the student role. Interview data

were analyzed following McC¡acken's (1988) procedure, developing general themes

from transcripts made from each interview. Results showed the acquisition of a

.student identity gave the participants a strong sense of accomplishment. Strategies for

successful transition were described by these students, particularly their personal

determination to succeed. Struggles with being a successful mother and student were

described. Recommendations are made for research and service providers based on

the experiences of these students.
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Chapter I

Introduction and Review of Literature

The profile of the University undergraduate student population in Canada and

the United Stâtes has changed over the past two decades to include individuals starting

their studies from nontraditional backgrounds. One particular subgroup, re€ntry

students, also called mature, delayed entry, or retuming students, has attracted

attention from University administrators and social science resea¡chers alike. These

students are entering the educational system after leaving it for time periods ranging

from a few to more than 20 years. Student age of twenty-frve and older receives

common use as a bench mark (Iittle & Denker, 1977). "[he reentry student is

generally good in academics, highly motivated, and often overcomes formidable

constraints in the quest for achievement @allmer & Cozby, 1981; Tittle & Denker,

1977).

Students who enter the university system at a nontraditional age often begin

studies on a part-time basis. I¿dan and C¡ooks (1976) found fhat 28% of their

sample of Canadian f,rrst year mature students were attending on a part-time basis.

Part-time Ca¡adian university students comprised 3870 of thetotal university

population in 1985, up from 26% in 1965 (Belanger & Omiecinski, 1987). Between

1965 and 1985, the number of women enrolled part{ime increased over 500%; in

contrast, the number of men enrolled on a part-time basis increased by 158%. By

1985 women made up 59Vo of all part-time students in the 25-44 age group (Belanger
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& Omiecinski, 1987). In 1975 and i985, two-thirds of part-time Canadian university

students were between the ages of 25 and 44. In a survey of six Midwestern U.S.

universities, Sewail (1984) found that delayed degree-seeking students were primarily

women. University of Manitoba figures for 1990-91 showed that female students 25

yeârs of age and older composed 15,5% of the total undergraduate student population

(Off,rce of Institutional Analysis, 1991). Part-time female students age 25 and older

constituted LL.lVo of the undergraduate student population. The University of

Manitoba does not provide information comparing the admission categories of

students by age, so it is not possible to differentiate between new and continuing

retuming students.

The primary reasons given by reentry students for seeking further education

are (a) economic gain through the acquisition of ma¡ketable skills and knowledge, and

(b) intelle.ctual and personal self-improvement @randenburg, 1974; Hooper &

Traupmann, 1984; Hudson, 1987; Kirk & Dorfman, i983; Ladan & Crooks, 1976;

Sewall, 1984). Reentry into education by female students is seen to occur at a time

of identity evaluation and ca¡eer exploration, a transition with a change in focus from

family or work responsibilities (Brandenburg, 1974; Redding & Dowling, i992).

Reentry to school is differentiated from reentry to the work force (Ballmer &. Cozby,

1981). The majority of the respondents to a vocational questionnaire indicated

changing jobs and obtaining employment as primary goals to reentry (Read, Elliott,

Escobar, & Slarey, 1988). These individuals are alreådy established in certain
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patterns of work and family life, and the picture of their retum is more extensive tha¡t

merely describing the reasons for bringing about this change. Ballmer and Cozby

(1981) indicated that complications in the lives of reentry students tended to center on

the restructuring of family relationships. The student role is one of several in the

lives of reentry students.

The purpose of this study is to understand how female reentry students define

and manage successful transition to the student role using a qualitative method. This

¡esearch presents a picture of how a group of ten reentry students at the University of

Manitoba have managed the addition of their student roles. This study can also have

practical implications for student service delivery, both at academic and administrative

levels at universities.

Role Theorl¿

Roles were initially studied by anthropologists. Lévi-Strauss (1985),

Malinowski (1954), and Mead (1950) obsewed that cultures dehne and expect

behaviours from individual members, based on status within the community. While

all industrialized cultures have defined roles, for example, student, wife, husband, or

child, the behavioural content of them varies from culture to culture. Role

expectations based on age and gender a¡e found in all cultures, but expectations for,

say, young women are specific to a given culture (Mead, i950).

Role Definition

The functions of the institutions of society are performed by members enacting
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roles. As Nye and Bera¡do (1973) show, in order for role behaviour'to be

normatively defined, there must be general consensus on its definition, but there are

few cultural prescriptions that specify the exact way those roles should be performed.

The authors stated that the institutions within a society may transmit these

expectations as certain pattems; or they may be developed through role-playing (Nye

& Berardo, 1973).

The members of a pâficulff society fulfill the ¡oles of that society and its

institutions. All membe¡s do not perform all roles and individual members have their

own conceptions of the behaviours expected within a paÍiculff social position

(Levinson, 1969). Thus, a socially defined set of behaviours is enacted by the person

occupying a particular role, who also brings his o¡ her own personal role definition to

it. The prominence, or salience, of particular ¡oles in an individual's life will vary

over the life-span of that individual and according to the changing needs of the

individual within the social milieu.

Role Assumption

The university student role, dehned by social and cultural expectations,

consists of certain behaviours expected of the individuals occupying that position.

The expectations of the university help to define the way the student role is to be

performed. The salience of the role of student can be strong, when the individual

gives it priority among the roles she or he has assumed, or weak, when the individual

lets the student role come last. Universities traditionally assume that other roles with
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their exp€cted behaviours should be subo¡dinated to the needs of the primary student

role. As an individual, already established in certain roles of work and family life, a

female reentry student must restructure existing roles to include the new one.

The ¡oles assumed by individuals come with a set of rights and

responsibilities; those roles are arranged in certain ways, with the salience and

organization shifting to adapt to changes in personal and family lives. Voydanoff

(1984) suggested that people manipulate work and famiiy roles in order to construct

workable patterns of relationships and activities. Roles are performed simultaneously

and yet they exist in relationship to all other ¡oles. Women tend to use role staging

to coordinate work and family roles, adjusting the timing of the various roles they

assume in order to remain within traditional ¡ole allocation. They are staged across

the life span in either a sequential pattern \¡/here activities in a certain domain are

posþoned until a later stage or in a simult¿neous pattern where roles are all

performed at once. The salience of the added role becomes essential in deciding how

it will be handled in relationship to all the other roles in an individual's life

(Voydanoff, 1984). Voydanoffs example of a role that is added is that of paid

employment, or work; however, the issues related to the addition of a demanding new'

role can be extended to that of femaie reentry students adding the student role.

Reentry into University

The literature on reentry students has concentrated on the description and

development of programs relating to the needs of female reentry students. Special
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suppofs and programs were clearly identif,red as important in ensuring their academic

success. Also identified as important to reentry students' academic progress are

family concems, which will be conside¡ed in the foliowing review. How their

families influence students must be addressed in an effort to underst¿nd mo¡e

completely the impact of adding another role to their lives.

The university system in general did not expect an influx of older students

during the 1970s, and it was initially perceived as a unique and potentially

problematic phenomenon. The demographics of the North American population at

that time would not have suggested this pattern, aithough previous experience with

groups of older students, such as returning soldiers after Wo¡ld War II and the

Korean War, couid have provided some underst¿nding of the needs of a nontraditional

group. By the 1980s, a sizable increase in numbers meant the situation had become

important educationally and administratively.

Social science ¡esearchers began to explore the interaction between student and

family roles. A wide range of issues have been studied, including motives for

reentering the educational system, baffiers and supports for reentry, role factors

affecting the decision to reenter, and the family environment of the reentry student.

Most of the resea¡ch has concentrated on femaie reentry students, but information

about male reentry students will be provided where relevant. The terms reentry and

mature have been used quite freely; where possible, a more exact definition will be

provided. A discussion of the literature wiil follow, concluding with a compréhensive
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analysis of the family factors that are involved.

Motives for Reentry

Reentry stuìJents give two general categories of reasons for their decision to

further their formal education at the university level. As reported in the literature,

career goals and personal development are the primary factors motivating re€ntry

students, but differences were also found among the subgroups of this cohort. Female

reentry students have been found to have academic goals specifically directed to their

particular needs urd they are explicit about their entry into academic institutions.

In a study comparing female reentry and continuous (traditional entry)

students, the reentry students had higher educational goals and were not attending to

please parents or spouse (Badenhoop & Johansen, i980). When reentry students

specificaliy seeking a baccalaureate degree were compared to other adult learners,

career and self-fulfillment goals were of primary importance (Sewall, i984). Ladan

and Crooks (1976) found that reasons for entry given by new (traditional entry) and

mature female students were different: The reentry students cited self-fulfillment and

retraining, while the traditional entry students discussed the influence of parents and

friends and a general interest in university life as their primary reilsons. Read et al.

(1988) found that the majority of the female reentry undergraduate students perceived

changing jobs and obtaining empioyment as primary career goals regardiess of ma¡ital

and parenlal status.

Researchers concemed with female reentry students aged 50 years and older
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reported câreer-related motivation (Hooper & Traupmann, 1984), the achievement of

independence and a sense of identity as well as preparation for a better job (Hildreth,

Dilworth-Anderson, & Rabe, 1983). The younger female reentry students (aged 35-

44) in Thacker and Novak's (1989) study ¡etumed in order to prepare for a career;

the older female reentry students (agen a5-64) retumed for personal development

feâsons.

Brandenburg (1974) suggested that a woman's nontraditional entry into formal

education occur¡ed during a critical period, following a time of having subverted her

needs and interests to those of others. Several studies discussed marital status,

describing a post-marital group (Badenhoop & Johansen, 1980) as being part of the

total of the group of reentry students. Mo¡e female than male reentry sfudents were

divorced or separated (Sewall, 1984), but differences between mar¡ied o¡ nonma¡ried

subjects were not articulated. Finally, it has been traditionally assumed that

formal education and a retum to school is a way for males to advance their personal

lives and careers (de Groot, 1980; Huston-Hoburg & Strange, 1986). For women,

however, it is only with a change in social roles and expectations that they too are

entering the university system at a nontraditional age (Smith, i991).

Obstâcles to Reentry

Obstacles to reentry by women are related to both personai and institutional

factors. A review of barriers preventing potential female students from entering was

prepared by Ekstrom (1972) (citeÅ in Tittle and Denker, 1977):
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i. Institutional. The barrier may be the university system itself, selecting

against individuals who may not have completed or eamed entrance requirements; the

financial aid system may also discriminate against part-time students.

2. Situationat. Sociat, family, economic/financiat, residential, and personai

factors may work individually or in combination to prevent reentry.

3. Dispositional. Attitudes, motivation, and personality may present barriers.

The roles and responsibilities of career, family, and education need to be combined

and this may be a barrier for some.

4. Educational. Female students may not be socialized or educated to expect

to continue their education in a postsecondary environment.

Personal obstacles related to previous enrollment are noted. Female reentry

students cited family responsibilities and male reentry students cited job

responsibilities and lack of interest as reâsons for not enrolling earlier (Sewall, 1984).

Younger female reentry students cited distance and opposition from significant others

as barriers, and older female reentry students cited factors such as lack of child ca¡e

facilities, time bargaining for study and family needs, and a lack of confidence.

Financial issues were given as reasons by separated or divorced and married women

with children, whereas mar¡ied women listed both financial issues and a lack of

experience as barriers to achieving their goals (Read et al., 1988). Obstacles such as

insuff,rcient funds were discussed by Iadan and Crooks (i976). Personal obslacles for

the participants in Sands and Richardson's (1984) study were a lack of self-confidence
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and financial factors.

Institutional obstacles included university procedures such as admissions and

course scheduling @randenburg, 1974; Sands and Richardson, 1984), the lack of

programs identifying social support systems (Roehl & Okun, 1984), and the need for

programs addressing the needs of reentry students (Huston-Hoburg & Strange, 1986).

Peabody and Sedlacek (1982) found that younger undergraduate students viewed

situations of close socialization or personâl contâct vvith older students in a negative

way.

It is important to consider these obstacies in combination, as they do not exist

in isolation. Female reentry students are often employed fuIl- or part-time, at leåst

initially, and they also fulf,rll family responsibilities (Sewall, i984). Iadan and

Crooks (1976) found that continuation for female reentry students was often viewed in

strict economic terms, as a¡r extension of home and child-care duties. Thacke¡ and

Novak (1989) discussed the multipie role demands faced by female reentry students,

who reported "that they would take more courses if they could" þ. 23). Female

reentry students face heavy responsibilities that may affect entry and continuation. As

well, the attitudes of the majority of the university's population will have an influence

on entry or adaptation to the new environment.

Supports for Reentry

Personal and institutional factors, or a combination of both, were also

identified as providing support for the reentry decision. Personal facto¡s included
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spouse, family and friends, while institutional factors focused on the academic and

administrative aspects of the university. Supports for the student role and an

individual's satisfaction with it a¡e import¿nt in affecting the female reentry student's

ability to cope and continue with he¡ educational program,

The influence of family and friends, in varying degrees, is vital to both

traditional and reentry students beginning the baccalaureâte decision process

@randenburg, 1974; Hildreth et al., 1983; I¿dan & Crooks, i976; Sewall, 1984).

I¿dan and Crooks (1976) found the influence of signif,rcant others, such as the

attitudes of children and husband, to be the most influential factors fo¡ the mature

female student's decision to return to school. Psychological and behavioural supports

from family and friends were discussed by Kirk and Dorfman (1983) as contributing

to the adaptation of female reentry students in a positive way. The coping style of the

family was seen to be an indicato¡ of family support, with egalitarian families

providing the most support in that the female reentry student's student role was

accommodated to by the rest of the family (Hooper, 1979). The interaction of

negative life events and family social support given to flrst-semester female returnees

was found to account for depression symptom scores that were higher than those of a

normative population (Roehl and Okun, 1984).

Differences by life-cycle stage were analyzed by Thacker and Novak (i989) in

a Canadian study comparing female middle-aged (age 35-44) and older (age 45-64)

reentry students. The younger female reentry students reported littie psychological
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support from their children, whiie the older female reentry students, with children at

university, reported more support. In general, the younger children were less positive

than older ones about the whole experience.

Huston-Hoburg and Strange (1986) compared spouse support among male and

female retuming students with regard to attitudes toward roles, degree and source of

emotional support, and family income maintenance. They found that there appeffed

to be fewer role disruptions fo¡ males returning to school tha¡ for females. The

male's retum was a closer fit with traditional role distinctions; the female's return

presented more of a challenge to role distinctions. Wives were more supportive of

their husbands' retum than husbands were of their wives'. For returning female

students, emotional support appeared to be greater from peers and less from spouses

than that reported by retuming male students. Berkove (1979) found that mar¡ied

female reentry students perceived the receipt of emotional and financial support to

remain as long as household and family routines did not change. Similarly, de Groot

(1980) found male and female returnees to be two distinct populations. In a study

investigating the effects of college particþation on the behaviour and interpersonal

relationships of adult students, males reported receiving more spousal support than

females. Male reentry students who did not perceive themselves to be receiving a

high amount of spousal support also had low marital happiness. Female reentry

student spouses showed high marital happiness even with low spousal support,

providing both partners agreed that the level of support was appropriate for their
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situation.

Satisfaction with Reentrv Role

To complete the picture of the female reentry student's life, satisfaction with

the student role must be discussed. Again, both institutional and personal facto¡s are

involved in enhancing the life of the student. Time and role demands are related to

the female reentry student's satisfaction with her student role, which is enhanced by

psychological, behavioural, and institutional supports (Kirk & Dorfman, 1983).

Unless these demands are understood, the potential returning student could be kept

from entering or continuing in a postsecondary program.

The longer a female ¡eentry student in Hooper's (1979) study had been a

successful student, the higher she reported her self-esteem. Kirk and Dorfman (1983)

found a positive relationship between the helpful attitudes of the students' professors

and feelings of satisfaction. Programs empioying. support groups and peer counselling

at the universities were credited with helping ease the strain of time and role demands

(Kirk & Dorfman, 1983). Sands and Richa¡dson (1984) reported that educational

factors contributed to satisfaction: The higher the educational ievel, the more

satisfied the student. Psychological support from children and grade point average

significantly predicted satisfaction (Novak and Thacker, i989). For employed

students, the greater the number of hours they worked, the lower school was rated

(Sands & Richardson, 1984), Role satisfaction assists with adjustment to and coping

with probiems that a¡e faced by the female ¡eentry student on an ongoing basis.
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Coping Strategies

University students are expected to adapt to the system, and female reentry

students have bee¡ shown to face formidable challenges in their adaptation to the

university world. Redding and Dowling (1992) state that both female reentry students

and academic institutions are making changes to accommodate each other.

Because some degree of role conflict appears inevitable, researchers

recommend that universities have policies and programs to assist the female reentry

student's chances of continuing in school. Practical coping strategies included

defining motivation types (Clayton & Smith, 1987); using recruitment, early

adjustment and continuing supports at the university (Thacker & Novak, 1989);

counselling to articulate distinctive needs on both personal and practical levels

@randenburg, 1974); having peer support groups (Huston-Hoburg & Strange, 1986),

discussion groups (Roehl & Okun, 1984), and role models (Sewall, i984); counselling

as a preventive device @oehl & Okun, 1984); improving program and service

development at the university level @adenhoop & Johansen, 1980; Sewall, 1984);

counselling as a way of helping with role conflict (Beutell & O'Hare, i98?); and

following students after graduation to help career concems of reentry students (Read

et al., 1988).

Personal coping strategies recommended were as follows: Using social

supports (Novak & Thacker, 1989); establishing priorities, eliminating unneeded

roles, rotating attention from one role to another; changing attitudes about a role
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(Beutell & O'Hare, 1987); and some degree of role diversification (Gerson, 1985),

Employment was re¡ommended as long as the number of hours wo¡ked was not too

great (Sands & Richardson, i984). Psychological support from spouse and children

(Kirk & Dorfman, 1983; Novak & Thacker, 1989) was also recommended.

Acquisition of the Student Role

The university system clearly defines student success through a series of

academic milestones: admission to a specifirc program; registration in the courses

required to complete a program; acquisition of study skills; successful completion of

the courses within a given time limit; attainment of a minimum grade standard on

both a sessional and cumulative basis; adherence to deadlines relating to exams,

assignments and course completion. Students are also expected to commit to the

time, economic, and personal expectations of the university system. At the University

of Manitoba, for example, students a¡e reminded in the University Calendar that "they

must remain available until all examination and test obligations have been fulfilled"

(The University of Manitoba General Calendar, 1993).

In the literature of the last two decades, many suggestions have been made

with regard to academic institutions responding to the " special needs" of female

re€ntry students (Badenhoop & Johansen, 1980; Berkove, 1979; Beutell & O'Hare,

1987; Brandenbvg, 1974), Most researchers agree that this group of students has

distinct needs; more importantly, female reentry students are viewed as a "valuable

resource" to the academic community, and suggestions have been made for enhancing
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their performance (Badenhoop & Johansen, 1980; Brandenburg, 1974; Redding &

Dowling, 1992). Satisfaction with performance a¡d the addition of the new role a¡e

frequently mentioned as examples of student success in the literature related to female

reentry students.

If the acquisition of the student role is successful, its salience is strong enough

to reduce the salience of other personal roles. How a workable arrangement is

established is not clearly shown in the reentry student literature. Da¡iels and

Weingafen (1984) argued that women are so careful to c¡librate the steps of adding a

strongly salient new role with their families' ne€ds that their husbands and children

hardly notice a shift in commitment. Beutell and O'Hare (1987) showed that the

student role is performed in addition to aIl other roles, with the married women in

their study reporting conflict with home, mother, employee, and student roles.

Restructuring of family reiationships may present compiications as female

reentry students add the student role. The female reentry students studied by

Brandenburg (1974) stated that they had less time fo¡ their family and friends afte¡

starting university study. These women reported some resistance upon their retum to

school from their husbands and families, but they also said that there \{as an eventual

improvement of the marriage and famity situations as a result of their return. Other

female reentry students ananged their lives so as not to inconvenience their families,

a situation resulting in personal stress (Berkove,1979).

It is important to consider how families de¿l with the addition of a new ¡ole
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during the process of acquiring it. A framework developed by Rapoport and

Rapoport (1976) (cited in Skinner, i984) was adapted to provide an understanding of

how dual-career families deai with the strains of adding a new ¡ole. Strains were

identified as intemal, or within the family, and extemal, which generated conflict

between the family a¡d other societal structures.

Intemal Strains

Factors influencing internal strains were identified by Skinner (1984) as role

overload, role identity, role-cycling, and famiiy characteristics. The reentry student

rese¿rch literature provides ready examples of all these factors. First, role overload

is illustrated by Skinner (1984) who showed that household tasks were generally

handled as overtime. Reentry students stated their family lives were less organized

than they preferred (Ballmer & Cozby, i981) and that they made time sacrifices with

regard to household tasks @randenburg, 1974). Second, roie identity issues occur

because of the discontinuity between traditional male ¿¡d female role socialization and

the more androgynous ¡ole demands of duai-career families (Skinner, 1984). Berkove

(1979) found that female reentry students reported not receiving behavioural support

easily; tasks were maintained along traditional lines, especially with regard to child

care. The attitudinal support of husbands in the same study was aiso based on

conservative sex roie attitudes. De Groot (1980) found iess support for returning

female students than for retuming male students from their respective spouses. Third,

with role-cycling, women stagger their own career and family cycles so that transition
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points do not occur at the same time (Skinner, 1984). One reason given for delaying

entry into university following completion of secondary school was that of family

responsibilities (Sewall, i984). Until female reentry students perceived there to be

adequate child care and behavióural and attitudinal support, adding a new role was not

a viable option. I-ast, family characteristics also play an important part in dealing

with the addition of a new role (Skinner, 1984), specif,rcally the presence or absence

of children. I¿ck of adequate child care was claimed by the female reentry students

in Brandenburg's (1974) study; role strain was shown to inc¡ease with younger

children (Kirk & Dorfman, 1983; Novak & Thacker, 1989).

Extemal Strains

Extemal strains were influenced by the factors of normative issues,

occupational structure, ard social-network dilemmas (Skinner, 1984). First,

normative issues surfaced in Hooper's (1979) work where female re€ntry students

reported feeling guilty both over the choices they made and over trying to force their

families to change. Second, occupational structure, or the demards of employment

can also create a strain in the addition of a new role (Skinner, i984). The demands

of education, or the institutional structure, c.an creâte ¡ole strain when adding the

student role. Female reentry students reported loss of time with family (Smith,

1991), negative attitudes of younger students @eabody & Sedlacek, 1982), and

increased role strain with lower grade point average (Novak & Thacker, 1989).

Finally, social-network dilemmas can be created by the addition of the student role
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(Skinner, 1984). Marriage breakup was repofed by Smith (199i) as one consequence

of adding the role of student. Kin a¡d other relationships were reported to deteriorate

when dual-career families could not fulfill their obligations to others. Smith (1991)

reported loss of time with families as a consequence of adding the new student role.

Role Transition

As discussed earlier, supports for the student role and the female reentry

student's satisfaction with it play important functions in determining her ultimate

ability to succeed with her educational program. Gerson (1985) analyzed the

consequences of multiple roles for female reentry students who return to school at

midlife and found that roie accumulation had both a net strain and gain effect. This

author speculated that there may be a ceiling on the amount of role accumulation that

could yield positive results and that the role involvements that were more freely

chosen could diminish strain. The transition from nonstudent to student was

perceived to be nontraditional and non-normative for female reentry students, with the

potential of creating negative social sanctions. It was, nevertheless, also viewed as

being flexible enough to allow fo¡ positive gratification. Until this nontraditional role

change becomes socially accepted, it may work against increased gratif,lcation for the

multiple-role female reentry student.

Satisfaction with Role Transition

How families cope with the strains that accompany the addition of a new role

must also be considered. Skinner (1984) divided the family responses into a
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framework of intemal and external factors. With regard to coping with inæmal

strains several responses were seen to occur. First, the dissonance that occurs within

the family can be decreâsed by defining the particular situation as advantageous. The

female reentry students described by Smith (1991) reported that the benefits of adding

the student role outweighed the costs; othe¡ female reentry students reported

improvement of self-esteem, self-concept, and seif-image, as well as their sense of

success-achievement (Hildreth et al., 1983; Hooper, 1979; Kirk & Dorfman, 1983).

Second, the establishment of priorities among and within roles is another response.

Female reentry students reported that parental responsibilities interfered with their

progress in school (Sands & Richardson, i984), and that they were required to spend

increased time studying (Hildreth et al., 1983): The student role had become

important enough for them to notice shifts in role activities. Compartmentalizing

work and family roles is described as a third method of coping (Skinner, 1984).

Students who concentrate on studies and are not distracted by family demands while

studying can compartmentaJize to increase role satisfaction. last, Skinner (1984)

shows that women tend to compromise their career aspirations in order to meet other

role demands. The addition of the student role may complicate career aspirations, as

the two are often interrelated. Further, women who choose to add the student role on

a part-time basis while their children are young may compromise their ca¡eer

aspirations until they have more time.

Management of extemal strains involved securing support outside the
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immediate family to ¡esolve overload strain, the development of friendships,

negotiating work arrangements to reduce or remove stress, and exhibiting an

awareness of the gains of adding a new role (Skinner, 1984). Some female reentry

students reported financial difhculties associated with the return to school

(Brandenburg, 1974), which would keep them from using paid support from outside

the family as a meâns of resolving some of the role overload issues. Ma¡ried female

re€ntry students reported financial support from their husbands as a meåns of aliowing

them to retum (Berkove, 1979). Female reentry students also reported a positive

relationship between helpfui attitudes of their professors and their feelings of

satisfaction (Kirk & Dorfman, 1983).

Psychological and behavioural supports from both family and friends were

important to assist with coping with the addition of a new role (Kirk & Dorfman,

1983). In contrast, a lack of family and social supports in combination with negative

life events accounted for higher depression symptoms @oehl & Okun, 1984). Peers

are mentioned by female reentry students as providing emotional support, showing the

importance of a friendship network (Huston-Hoburg & Strarge, 1986).

Basic work aÍangements within or outside of the family were not always easy '

to change. Personal conflict did occur for retuming female reentry students, and they

experienced a change in role perception over the course of their studies @allmer &

Cozby, 1981). Initially, the female reentry student perceived herself as a homemaker

retuming to school and later as a student with home responsibilities. The egalitarian
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families analyzed by Hooper (i979) accommodated the student role and provided the

most support, whereas traditional families who disagreed about role arangements

perceived the student role as a lever to fo¡ce changes in family role taking and

decision making. Within traditional families who agreed about role arrangements,

women performed the student role in addition to family roles.

An awareness of the gains that came from the addition of a new role was

reported by most researchers: Smith (1991) suggested that the price of empowerment

might be too high, but students still declared that the benefits outweighed the costs of

adding the new role. Improvement of self-esteem, seif-concept, and self-image as

well as an increased sense of accomplishment were reported as outcomes of adding

the role of student (Hiidreth et al., 1983; Hooper, 1979; Kirk & Dorfman, 1983).

With regard to negotiating the addition of a new role, and managing the

tensions invoived, Daniels and Weingarten (1984) discussed how women who are

adding a new role to their repertoire successfully negotiate the conflicts involved. A

"life dream" can become the developmental fuel for dealing with the changes which

will emerge. Daniels and Weingarten (1984) suggest that "a good [d]ream can center

a life", especially as more women want to coordinate both student and family roles

o.231).

' Critique of Existing Research

An analysis of the literature utilized for this review would not be complete

without a discussion of the methods and design procedures employed in the studies.
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A wide diversity of design and analyses have been used. Both positive and negative

aspects of the reseârch will be considered.

The phenomenon of the reentry student is a relatively new one within both

educational and family rese¿rch literature. As a consequence, the terms and

def,rnitions used have evolved from the more general and cumbersome mature or

nontraditional in the e¿¡lier studies, to the term reentry being used most consistently

in later studies. Adult education was also defined along a spectrum of general to

specific terms, from nondegree to degree-based study.

Although the term reentry receives common use, there is no common age

employed as a bench mark. Twenty-five appears most often as the youngest age, but

ages of subjects ranged from 24 to 60. Within this range, some authors differentiated

by age subgroup (I¿dan & Crooks, 1976; Thacker & Novak, 1989), while others

compared reentry with continuing students @adenhoop & Johansen, 1980).

Subgroups used for comparative purposes are mixed and inconsistent in the

literature. For example, undergraduate students were mixed with graduate by Hooper

(1979); professional or working women were compared to nonprofessional or

homemakers by Beutell a¡d O'Hare (1987); community college populations were

compared to university by Gerson (1985); and transfer students were assessed as

reentry by Sands and Richardson (1984).

Timing of questionnaire administration is also varied. Some resea¡chers

distributed questionnaires to students at an orientation program before they began their
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during their studies. Consistency in age, definition, and timing is needed in order to

make comparison among studies more meaningful.

There is a heavy reliance on questionnaires as a method of study. Use of

qualitative research designs or multi-method approaches would give a more complete

picture of roles of reentry students than is possible now. There are some examples of

a more qualitative design where subjects were interviewed or quoted extensively, such

as Brandenburg (1974) and Hooper (1979). Complete descriptions of specific factors

that influenced their lives as students were collected by Novak and Thacker (1989).

What is not discussed in any great depth is how the female reentry students

themselves describe their successful transition into the student role. This method will

give female reentry students a voice in describing the way their lives and those of

their families have been restructured to manage the student role successfully.

Allowing the women to describe what has happened could enhance or change the

programming and personal suggestions that have been made in the literature. How

younger reentry students with children at home resolve the great challenges in

entering and remaining in a university program was the focus of this research. In this'

study, a qualitative analysis of the strategies developed by female reentry students for

successful acquisition of the student role was employed.

The successful management of complications arising from role disruptions,

personal conflict, and a restructuring of family and personal relationships by female
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reentry students was studied from a holistic perspective. Gerson (i985) specifically

recommended investigating the "dominant values and norms and institutional

arangements at a given point in time, in an actual setting" (p. 90). Roehl and Okun

(1984) suggested that the "indicators of adaptation" in the femaie reentry student's life

be expanded to include issues ¡elated to satisfaction, grade point, and persistence.

These factors intersect with the expectations of the university. Further, Sands and

Richardson (i984) recommended that an effo¡t be made to tâlk to female reentry

students beyond the stage of "just entering". The qualitative method used in this

research has given a voice to how female reentry students def,rne and create success

within an institution, the University of Manitoba.

Problem Statement

The generâl resea¡ch problem which became the focus of this ¡esearch is as

follows: How do female reentry students dehne a¡d create the successful acquisition

of the student role?

Specif,rcally:

1. What strategies do female reentry students develop to manage their successful

transition to the student role?

2. Do they perceive the salience of existing role(s) as shifting over time?

3. What are areas of role conflict?

4. What strains are reported by female reentry students in acquiring the student role?
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Chapter II

Data Collection and Analysis

Data were collected from 10 female students at the University of Maritoba in

order to investigate the transition to and successful management of the student role.

A tape recorded, semlstructured long qualitative interview, administered individually

to respondents, was used. McCracken's (1988) guide for using the long qualitative

interview was followed.

The Long Oualitative Interview

The ethnographic interview seeks to clarify meaning in the everyday life of a

subject, allowing the subject to move away from a pre-arranged set of questions and

arswers (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982). Spradley (1979) described the ethnographic

interview as a particul kind of speech event: A series of friendly conversations

were the events into which particular elements were introduced by the researcher to

assist subjects to respond. Subjects responded by using their own language, becoming

teachers of the researcher. Albas a-nd Albas (1984), using a qualiative analysis of

student life and exams at the University of Manitoba, discussed the fact that

interviews assisted them in explaining the meanings attached to "observed regularities

in behaviour" (p. 160). Mishler (1986) described the roie of the interviewer as

similar to that of a reporter who uncovers information.

As qualitative research emphasizes process, rather than outcome or specific

end product (Meniam, 1989), the long quaiitative interview (McCracken, i988) was
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used in this reseffch. Designed to discover how a respondent views his or her

particular situation, the long qualitative interview has more formal structure than

other, more unstructured methods, with an aim to efficiency (McCracken, 1988).

The long qualitative interview is (a) sharply focused, @) requires special preparation

and structure, and (c) requires special patterns of analysis (McCracken, 1988, p.7).

To focus a research interaction more specif,icålly, Hagan (i986) also

recommended a semi-structured interview as a way of allowing respondents to express

themselves at some length, with structure imposed by the researcher to reduce

rambling. Lincoln and Guba (1985) referred to a more structured interview as the

best choice when the "interviewer knows what he or she does not know a¡rd can

therefore frame appropriate questions to find it out" (p, 269).

To allow the interview to flow easily, McCracken (1988) suggested the use of

an opening set of biographical questions, followed by a series of specifically focused

question areås (refer to Appendix A fo¡ the Interview Schedule). For this research

biographical questions were developed to discover some historical background on each

respondent. The question areas that followed the biographical section in the Interview

Schedule refened to the decision to enter university, the actual entry process, the

respondent's life as a university student, the changes the respondent was undergoing,

and her future plans.

Also recommended is a series of probes, or prompts, to be employed with the

general questions (I-ofland, 1971; McCracken, 1988). Fioating prompts are the
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nonverbal, or paralinguistic, devices employed with speech, such as an interrogative

tone or facial response (McCracken, 1988). Category prompts, such as asking for

identif,rcation of key actors or events, allow the researcher to know more clearly how

the respondent views his or her world (McCracken, 1988). As the respondent is

talking¡ the interviewer is ¡eminded to watch for key terms emerging from

respondents' answers, and use those as prompts (McCracken, 1988). (See Appendix

A for the prompts, which are highlighted in bold type.)

Pretest

The interview schedule was developed as a response to the literature, to

information provided by C. Thacker and M. Novak (researchers who conducted

similar research at the University of Winnipeg), to suggestions made by the

researcher's research advisory committee, and to comments and feedback from

reentry students encountered in the researche¡'s place of employment. Pretests of the

interview scheduie were conducted during the deveiopment process with three female

reentry students at the University of Manitoba. The students who were interviewed

each took part in a discussion following the interview: They described the

progression of questions as natural and did not suggest any changes to the order of the

interview schedule.

Ethical Concems

Ethical issues arise in qualitative family research, due both to concerns about

family privacy and to a growing interest on the part of family researchers conducting
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qualitative work (LaRossa, Bennett, & Gelles, 1981). The basic nature of qualitative

work requires it to be flexible, having the potential to increase the range of issues that

emerge from a discussion. It allows the respondent some control over the discussion.

In assessing the risks and benefits associated with this kind of resea¡ch, if the known

risks exceed potential benefits, the investigation must bO altered or cancelled (I-aRossa

et al., 1981). Following Spradley (L979), the researcher emphasized the following to

ensure the rights of the respondents:

1. Considered respondents first.

2. Safeguarded respondents' rights, interests, and sensitivities.

3. Communicated research objectives.

4. Protected the privacy of respondents.

5. Did not exploit respondents.

6. Made reports available to respondents.

Submission of the proposed work to the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Human

Fæology was done, and ethical approval was obtained prior to coliecting data. (See

Appendix B for the approval. )

The guidelines established with regard to ethicâl concems were followed for

all interviews. Students' names were not known to the researcher until they contâcted

the researcher. Once the potential student respondent telephoned the researcher, she

was assured of confidentiality. The resea¡cher was concerned throughout all

interactions with establishing mpport with the respondents, either on the telephone or
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in person. At the time of the telephone contact, the researcher reminded the

respondent of the purpose, format and procedures of the interview, and the respondent

had opportunity to ask questions about the study. Respondents were again assured of

confidentiality at the beginning of the interview, and they were asked to sign a

consent form prior to beginning the interview. .Respondents we¡e assured that they

would not be identified by name, nor would quotations be made without individual

identification in analysis and discussion of results. All recorded tapes will be erased

upon completion of the study.

P¡ofessional faculties were chosen as the þotential pool of respondents because

the academic and career objectives of these faculties a¡e clear and because each has a

set of academic courses that serye as entrance requirements, As well, enrolment

levels were manageable and administrative support, which was required to assist with

contacting the potentiai pool of respondents, was available. The faculties used have

not been identified by name in order to ensure confidentiality of respondents'

identities.

The Faculty of Human Ecology was not used in this study as the reseârcher

was employed as the Administrative Assistant to the Deån. The job entailed advising

undergraduate students.

Participants

The participants in this study were drawn from University of Manitoba

undergraduate female reentry students in three professional faculties. Criteria for
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participation in the study were the following: (a) Age upon first admission to the

University of Manitoba was at least 25 years, and the respondent was not now older

than 44. @) The respondent was currently enrolled either as a part or full-time

student during 1992-93. (c) The respondent was in her second o¡ a later year at the

University. (d) The respondent identified herself as being an active mother of a co-

resident child(ren) with at leâst one child under the age of 12. Students were

screened for gender, age, and year in program by their home faculty and those

meeting the f,rrst three criteria of this project were contacted by letter (see Appendix

c).

Method

Iætte¡s describing the research were sent to 152 prospective student

participants by the deans' offirces in their home faculties. One envelope was returned

because of a wrong address. All students who met the general criteria of gender, age

and year in program received letters, and as parental status was not known to either

the researcher or the home faculty, the students selected themselves for that criterion.

Potential respondents then telephoned the researcher, as thei¡ names were not known

to her. Calls were answered directly and a discussion about the study took place at

that time. If the researcher was not home, the answering machine recorded the name

and telephone number of the potential respondent. These calls were retumed

promptly, and questions related to the purpose of the study a¡ld the time demands of

the interview were answered. Some calle¡s asked for more time to think about the
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project, and the rese¿rcher returned those calls at a late¡ date. Several callers

mentioned that they felt it important to "do their duty" and take part in the interview.

Appointments to meet for the interview were made, and reminder calls were placed

when the scheduled appointment was some time away. Respondents were given the

choice of meeting the resea¡cher at the University of Manitoba for the interview, at a

place convenient to their school location, or in their homes.

A total of 29 calls were made to the researche¡ in response to the letter and 10

female reentry students volunteered to become participants in this study. The other

nineteen students indicated an interest in participating, but for 10 of those students,

personal and academic schedules left little o¡ no time for the interview, and they did

not participate. These students did indicate a willingness to be contacted at a'later

time should there be a need. Five students we¡e ruled ineiigible because they did not

meet the criteria of the study; two of those students called to inform the researcher

that they did not meet the criteria of the project, but they wanted to tålk about their

experiences. Three students who made appointments with the researcher did not keep

them, and several attempts to arange for another meeting failed. One student knew

the researcher from a previous university experience and was not interviewed for this

reason. Nine respondents were interviewed in an interview room at the Human

Ecology Building at the University of Manitoba; one was interviewed at her home.

Two exceptions to the established criteria were encounte¡ed. Two students

had completed academic degrees prior to beginning their current professional
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programs, but they viewed their cunent programs as new and were able to provide

valuable info¡mation relating to both experiences. In discussion with the researcher's

advisor, it was decided that these two people would be included in the project, as

each had a valuable contribution to make. One of these completed her first degree

when her child was under 12 years of age, and she provided valuable insight into the

process of returning to university at two different stages and was included for this

feason.

The hrst few interviews allowed the rese¿rcher to begin development of

themes. The middle interviews continued development of pattems and ideas. As

repetition of information became evident with the last few interviews, need for further

interviews ceased. The last interview added depth, as the respondent provided the

perspective of a previous reentry experience.

All participants were between the ages of 25 and 44, and ail but one were

parents of child rci a9e 12 and younger. All the students who padicipated viewed

their entries into their current degree program as the beginning of their academic

careers and understood the letter to refer to their current academic program. All

students were currently enrolled, ranging from the second year to the hnal year of

their academic programs.

Interview

A long qualitative interview, administe¡ed by the researcher, was the primary

research instrument employed in this study (refer to Appendix A for the Interview
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Schedule). Interview length varied from approximately one to one and a half hours in

length. Prior to the interview, each respondent was asked to sign a consent fo¡m

(Appendix D). Arrangements were made to refer students to the Counselling Service

of the University of Manitoba if personal issues and concerns beyond the scope of this

study arose during the interview. No ¡eferrals were made. Respondents were given

the option of asking for a summary of the results to be mailed to them, and all

respondents asked for a copy.

Interview Procedures

The interviews were tape recorded, with some notes tåken by the interviewer

to help maintain a personal focus on the interview and not lose information (I-ofland,

1971; McCracken, 1988). MacDonald and Sanger (1982) discussed the merits of note

taking and tape recording, stating that eye contact and nonverbal cues provide an

important base to sympathetic listening, and that too great a dependency on pen and

paper can distort the interview.

Interview questions were altered somewhat during the interviewing process as

it became clear that issues that were relevant to the students who were participating

were not included. Respondents were probed for information related to their

childrens' responses to the reentry process; they were asked about studying times; and

a question related to the development of suppofs was added when it became clear that

it would assist with deepening the understanding of this particular issue. (Additional

questions or probes are included in the Interview Schedule in Appendix A.)
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Each tape recorded interview was transcribed by the researcher as soon as

possible after the completion of the interview, and it was then reviewed by the

researcher. I-ofland (1971) advised that time be spent immediately following the

interview to review and analyze the information and to begin the p¡ocess of analysis

by jotting down ideas or questions that occur in the form of memos, which was done

by this researcher. These notes were kept in a research journal which was updated as

the interviews continued and as other experiences ¡elated to the research project were

encountered. Observations about the interview, potential themes and ideas were

recorded in the journal, which was also read by the researcher's advisor. The

resea¡cher also maintained a personal journal throughout the research process; this

particular journal was private and contained references to job and personal contacts

made by the researcher with potential reentry or actual re€ntry students at the

University of Manitoba. (See Appendix E for Interview and Analysis Stages.)

Research Standards

The "trustworthiness" (Lincoln and Guba, 1985) of any research study must

be clarified in order to establish the credentials of the project. It is important to

articulate the techniques utilized in conducting qualitative research and to avoid the

application of quantitative standards to a qualitative method (Lincoln & Guba, 1985;

McCracken, i988).

Lincoln and Guba (1985) discussed the criteria used to establish the

trustworthiness of research: Credibility, transferability, dependability, and
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confirmability.

1. Credibility, or an effort to view a situation as holistically as possible, may

be enhanced by a variety of methods, including prolonged engagement at a site,

persistent observation, and member checks. Keeping a journal is suggested as a

means of recording the prolonged engagement and providing the ¡esearcher with an

overview of the thought processes and perceptions that have deveioped over the time

frame of the study. Two journals were kept by the researcher. One was a personal

joumal and was kept private, recording all interactions with reentry students that took

place at the researcher's job as a Student Adviso¡. The second was the rese¿rch

journal and was kept to ¡ecord a review of each interview, ideas related to the

interview, and the ongoing development of ideas and themes related to the interview

process.

Persistent observation also provides credibility, and this ¡esearche¡ continued

her interactions with reentry students at her place of employment throughout the

process of interviewing. Checks of the information provided by a respondent were

not made with that particular respondent once the interview was complete because the

interview was tape recorded, but ideas and thoughts about each interview were

recorded in the research journal, and new ideas developed in one interview were

explored in more depth in subsequent interviews.

2. Transferabilit)¡ suggests that a particuiar phenomenon will be interpreted in

its given context. Lincoln and Guba (1985) recommend purposive sampling, as well
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as the collection of "thick" descriptive data to meet this criterion. Students who

responded to the letter requesting their assistânce were screened to meet the criteria of.

the study, and the use of two exceptional cases assisted \.vith the development of the

best possible group of paficipants for providing information about reentry students at

the University of Manitoba.

3. Dependability refers to the development of an "audit trâil" throughout the

process of collecting, analyzing and interpreting the data. Documentation of actual

interview notes and preparation of accurate transcripts f¡om the tapes was done as was

regular upkeep of the research joumal. During the interview stage, the research

joumal was used to record information about the actual interviews as well as any

ideas or thoughts that occurred to the researcher as the interviews progressed. During

the analysis stage, use of the resea¡ch journal for ideas was continued, and the

development of categories was explicitly recorded through the use of progress notes

(called memos by Lofland, 1971). The tapes were also an accurate source of the

actual interviews, and will be kept until the study is completed, at which point they

will be erased. The researcher's adviso¡ screened each transcript and reviewed the

research joumal periodically.

4. Confirmability of data ¡elates to presenting as balanced a description of

data as possible, even though perfect objectivity is not possible. Coilecting and

presenting data from more than one perspective is useful, as well as practicing

reflexivity by recording observations on a daily basis. Thus, writing in the personal
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and reseârch journals and recording progress notes fulirlled yet another criterion, in

that the resea¡cher continued observation and recording of the ¡esearch process on a

daily basis.

A live videoconfe¡ence in February, 1993, with U.S. adult university students,

illustrated the diversity of experiences, choices and reasons leading to entry into an

academic degree program and confirmed the prime motives which are given by

reentry students (Aslanian, Brookfield & Schlossberg, 1993). As this videoconference

took place during the interview process for this study, it assisted with confirmation of

certain key observations that were being identif,red through analysis of the f,rrst

interviews of this research project.

This researcher has been employed in an academic setting for seven years.

The employment experiences range from administrative to academic, but more

importantly, the researcher has had ongoing contact with female reentry students for

that time period. She has participated in various activities related to reentry student

success, including the delivery of academic discussions or papers related to this

subject, advising of individuals contemplating the return to university, discussions

with other service providers and administrative he¿ds at the University about this

particular group of students, as well as ongoing, regular involvement with female

reentry students at the University. As Lincoln and Guba (1985) recommended, this

researcher has had prolonged involvement and persistent observation as techniques to

establish credibility.
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Datâ Analysis

Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggested that accumulated data produce ideas that

emerge from the inquiry, providing a portrayal of the situation. They stated that this

process of inductive data analysis reconstructs the information that came from the

interaction between the researcher and the respondents. However, the information, or

data, mubt be categorized and affanged in order to present the information in a

manner that allows others to learn what the researcher has discovered and interpreted.

The researcher followed the analysis procedures suggested by McCracken

(1988), and the anaiysis began with the transcription and review of the tape of each

interview. Each transcript was reviewed and re-read carefully several times, and

progress notes were made by the researcher throughout the reading. The researcher's

advisor ¡ead each transcript and commented on the interview, including potential

themes and the interview itself. The research journal and the progress notes, or

memos, that were written foliowing interview completion, were included in this

¡eview.

The analysis proceeded in five stages. McCracken (1988) described each stage

as moving to "a higher level of generality' fp. 42), assisting the researcher in

developing a picture of a world that should stand apart from he¡ own knowledge as

well as what is presented in the literature. (See Appendix E for a review of all stages

of the interview and anaiysis process, and Appendix F for a sample of the analysis

stages.) The resea¡cher's advisor served as a feilow discussant with regard to
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developing issues and ideas throughout the analysis of the interviews.

1. Each utterance, comments made by respondents, in each transcript, was

tre¿ted âs a statement in its own right, with no involvement with other utterances.

Important observations were noted in the research journal, and the resea¡cher

approached the transcript as openly as possible. At this point, the resea¡cher used

information from the literature as well as the joumals and progress notes to develop

observations, listing them as specific code wo¡ds.

This review process provided a new layer of understanding that did not app€âr

during the interview, which was focused and intense. For example, the respondents'

Iaughter and other voice cues provided another layer of understanding to information

that was conveyed in a deeply personai and heartfelt way, adding depth to words on

the printed page.

2. These observations, and the key issues identified in the review of

literature, guided the development of the code words with which each transcribed

interview was analyzed. At several points in this coding process, new ideas emerged

that caused the ¡esea¡cher to retum to previously-coded transcripts, reviewing them

once more with the new codes in mind. Coding is a way of encapsulating the ideas in

each interview, by blocking them for further review. Lines of text were numbered by

a computer program called The Ethnograph (Seidel, 1988), and were then marked

with a specific code word through a general data entry process.

3. Observations were developed furthe¡ in relationship to the codes and
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research journal, resulting in emerging themes, or patterns of ideas. At this point in

the analysis, each interview is first treated individually. Computer assistance, using

the text that was numbered, ma¡ked and coded at the previous stâge, was employed.

As described above, the numbered lines of text were marked, and this information

was entered into the program. The program assisted the thinking processes of the

researcher by helping to organize the information. Each code word was compared in

each occurrence in all the interviews and was reviewed in orde¡ to guide the

generation of new patterns of ideas (themes).

4. In order to proceed to a higher level of generality, a reorganization of the

themes began to occur. Redundant codes were eliminated or collapsed into other

codes; the remainder were organized in a hierarchical manner with severai chief

points emerging as the main topic headings. The process involved creating more

general categories which included the first level codes in subcategories. Residual

themes, or those that did not f,rt into the basic idea structure, were observed carefully

at this point for possible contradictions of the themes that were created. Those that

r,vere not useful were discarded. Progress notes of these stages were maintained.

5. Stage four conclusions of each interview were then compared through a

review of the themes that had emerged. Each individual respondent's view of her

situation was transfo¡med into analytical categories, or theses, providing a picture of

the world of the female reentry student emerging from the viewpoint of the resea¡cher

as guided by the problem statement (McCracken, 1988, pp. 42-48).
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Biographical Information

The students who participated in this study presented a range of experiences.

The age range of the students in this study was 25 to 44: Five were in their 20s, two

in their 30s, and th¡ee in their 40s. Nine indicated that they had been married

previously, and six were currently living with their husband or partner. Two

participants had one child, three had two chiidren, and f,rve had th¡ee children. Five

participants owned their homes, and five we¡e renting a house, suite in a house, or a

townhouse. All but two used their cars to commute to the university, and commuting

time ranged from 10 minutes to half an hour. The two students who used the bus

system were dependent on bus schedules; their commuting times were from half an

hour to one hour. Three stâted they were receiving social assistance and subsidized

housing, and three were receiving monetary support from an ex-husband. Family

income levels lor 1992 ranged from $5,000 to approximately $55,000 per annum:

Four family incomes were in the $5,000 to $15,000 range; one was $24,000; three

family incomes were in the low $30,000; two family incomes were between $50,000

to $55,000. Five participants were in the second year of their academic programs,

three were in the third year, and two were in the fourth, or final year. Five of the

students began their academic programs on a part-time basis, and five began as full-

time students.

Being a student, and fuifilling their academic goals provided the positive

gratification and motivation to continue in and complete their degree programs. Their
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descriptions and interpretations of the reentry experience will be discussed in more

detail, followed by recommendations, the development of which was guided by the

participants' knowledge, the resea¡cher's employment experiences, and information

identified in the literature.
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Chapter III

Results and Discussion

Family life, including marriage or the birth of thei¡ children, were the most

important roles for the participants in their early adult yeårs, rather than the

furthering of their academic aspirations. The demands of family roles were given as

reasons for delaying entrance into university, including family health, interpersonal

problems and educational demands of a husband's job where he was given the f,irst

opportunity to take postsecondary schooling. One student described her experiences

prior to beginning to her university education as "having bought into the whole

system-job, house, marriage. " All the student participants had children, and they

combined work, volunteer and leaming experiences with family or other relationships

prior to entering the university system.

Motivation for Becoming a Student

A strong desire to further herself academically was described by each

participant as a personal goal in the years following completion of general schooling.

Well, I had planned to go to university after graduating and my father
took sick....I never got back to university. I ended up getting married,
you know, having two kids, working five jobs.... [expressed interest to
husbandl I would like to take courses, or I'd like to go to university...
why can't \rye move to a city where the¡e's a university?

All the participants had some educational experience after high school or elementary

school, and their experiences ranged from personal interest courses to high school

upgrading, community college programs, and university work, including two
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previously completed B.A. degrees.

The entry into university, however, was viewed as new, with a strong focus on

a specific program. Students made specific choices regarding the university of

admission and their program of study. They completed the steps of entrance

requirements, prerequisites, financial arrangements, housing, and moves to Winnipeg

as required, often overcoming a lack of information combined with bureaucratic

reluctance to assist with the process. Each student had a definite plan in mind when

she entered the university, with reasons for not entering earlier.

We made good money, being a unionized [worker], so I figured, well,
I may as well stay here while I'm having my family cause you know, I
always thought ahead and I knew that it's a perfect job, made big bucks...
had a child in 83, in 84, and 86....and I originally came here to go to
[faculty of current enrolment].

Economic and personal factors were also woven into the long term interest in

university education. In most cases, students expressed a dissåtisfaction with their

pre-university economic and personal situations.

I don't see any reason why things have to be the way they are and I feel
mad about it...I get angry at seeing people oppressed and it keeps me going.

I need ajob, I need some security, I need a home to call my own. And so
it's going to keep me going.

Of greatest concern to these students was the consideration of their future career and

employment possibiiities, specifically with regard to providing for their children.

Dissatisfaction with economic conditions, family needs, and personal factors remained

part of the status quo until a particular event, or incident, became a trigger to push
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them toward university.

Trigger Event

The participants in this project clearly identif,ted a particular trigger event,

which got them started as students, stemming from their longstanding interest in

obtaining a university education. Brandenburg (1974) suggested that entry into formal

education occuned during a critical period. The trigger events they identified brought

personal awareness to a new level and led to taking the steps needed to enter

university.

I always knew, right from when I graduated from high school, that's what
I wanted to do, and it was just, the opportunity presented itself and I
grabbed it.

Many times this event was fuelled by a desire to study which had been held in

abeyance for family reasons. For example, trigger events identified by the students

included a youngest child starting school, a need for personal and intellectual

stimulation, dissatisfaction with work role, marriage breakup, self-discovery through,

counselling and personai crises, and learning information about a program. The

trigger events identified by these students were focused on the future, toward change,

driven by the needs of their chiidren and their future together.

I think it was all built up cause I want, I want, I don't want my kids
growing up the way I did....I didn't want my kids to grow up thinking
that they couldn't do nothing. So I guess itjust stafied from that.
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I was on welfare at the time. I had again been laid off and I went on
provincial assistance because as a single mom you can do that, while I
was looking for work. And I kind of voiced this question about whether
I could go back to school or not. Whether they would consider it or not.

A future perspective was evident in the personal factors that were identified as

influencing the decision to pursue academic goals. Students wanted more than just

part-time work and thus sought to change their economic situations; most listed

ongoing inteÌlectual stimulation as very important; and the development of personal

skills was also clearly voiced. In a North American Adult Students' videoconference

(Aslanian et al., 1993), the students participating also identif,red a particular event as

triggering their entry into an academic program.

Role Cl¡cling

In the beginning of the transition, the students moved back and forth between

roles, without giving much up. Some began their university programs on a part-time

basis, in effect, getting their feet wet before they made the commitment to push for

completion of the goai.

I just like to feel things out before I get into, cause I didn't want to make
a mistake, cause I can't afford to make a mistake.

...it was something I'd tossed around since I was 15, and at the point in
time that I did graduate high school, I didn't know what I wanted.

I wondered, how am I going to do this? I want to go back to school and finish
my degree one day. I promised my dad. I promised myself. I promised lots
of people. And how am I going to raise my lchiid] with the same wonderful
family atmosphere and everything that I had....How am I going to have a life?
It was like ajuggling act....I thought, what kind of a life is this? It was
very hard.
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They were more tentative about the abtual student role during the early stages of

reentry.

Conflict and Strain

Each student described conflict as she entered into university. The intersection

of the student role and the demands of the other a¡eas of their lives caused the

greâtest uneåse or strain in the lives of the participants. Strains that were reported

related to decreased time for family and friends, decreased organization of home and

personal activities, the demands of household tasks, and issues related to child care,

similar to what has been described in the literature (Ballmer & Cozby, 1981;

Brandenburg, 1974; Novak & Thacker, 1989). Guilt about not being available to

their children at all times was expressed.

I don't want to neglect my kids because of my school, but I don't want
to neglect my school because of my kids. So things go back and forth.

One student indicated that story time with her children had all but vanished, and her

children had commented on the situation. I¿ck of quality time with husband or

partner was also described as a change. One of the biggest changes described by

these students was a greatly increased need for organizâtion and a lack of time to do

spur of the moment things.

Most strain, however, occurred with coping with the demands of the

university. From the earliest stages of entering, to completing course work, gaining

entrance to the professional programs, and obtaining funding, students encountered
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opposition ard resistance. Mothers were expected to be mothers and not be students

as well.

I had to go and say, look, I.would like to go to university and get a degree
and get somewhere in life...what can I do? And I just started digging.

Something had happened, however, as they became students, in the transition into the

student role, that alleviated some of the strain related to the transition. Although

adding the student role to their lives was at times overwhelming, the participants

viewed the overall experience as positive.

Developing a Student Identity

The student role was viewed positiveiy by the participants in that it touched

everything else in their lives and benefitted their children. Incorporating a student

identity provided each student with a feeling of wholeness, with a greater sense of

belongihg to a community of people like herself.

You're a student...it's a student identity. It's sad to say, but when you're at
home, when you're an at-home mom, you don't have an identity that's
accepted, that's ¡espected...I think I'm gaining by being a student.

The work isn't hard. I can do the work....It's the feeling like you belong,
having that emotional support and all of that is what makes the difference for
me.

The increase in self-confidence, self-esteem and maturity were the ¡ewa¡ds that

compensated for the decreased personal time, the increased responsibility, and the

early fears of not succeeding. The participants were future-oriented, and were able to

emphasize ihe big picture of their exper-iences. The ability to focus on cunent issues
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and juggle and organize the different a¡eas of their family lives was an extension of

this understanding. "I have come this far and won't let the little things stop me."

Setting their sights on future goals helped to orient the transition into the student role

and assisted with successful management of complications.

Becoming a Student

Participants changed their identities from mother a¡d worker to student. When

they recalled this process, they described battles that were waged. They described a

struggle among competing roles, performing student and parent roles simultaneously,

resulting in ambivalence. They worried about how othels would see them as mothers,

yet their personal determination to be a student was also strong.

Cerlain issues had to be resolved before the deepest levei of commitment to

the student role began. The participants identihed age and stage of their children as a

factor which influenced greater involvement. When they perceived adequate levels of

care and arrangements for child care to be in place, they allowed the student role to

gain more strength. Continuation in the student role had its own demands, and as

described by Sands and Richardson (1984), these respondents also reported conflict

between parentai and student responsibilities, such as time spent studying (Hildreth et

a1., 1983). Several participants reported their initial surprise at obtaining good grades

and gaining entry into their chosen programs, indicators of student success. They

placed less emphasis on grades as they became mo¡e confident students, and their

current concerns focused on other demands of the student roie, such as group work,
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juggling the special events of the family with the dema¡ds of the university, and lack

of support within the academic structure. At a certain point, however, they made the

decision to commit to the student role more strongly.

Voydanoff (i984) suggested that the salience of an added role determines how

it is handied in relationship to other roles. Their sense of themselves as students

gained in strength as they confronted the hierarchical and competitive structure of the

university system.

I was discouraged from going into [program]. 'It's too competitive. You're
not smart enough. '

The words participants used to describe the process could also describe a military

campaign: The experience was described as a "battle" or "fight", which they were

going to "survive". Friends were not allowed to "sabotage" the process, and very

little would "derail" them.

I started taking courses and it was a fight,...it was a f,ight to convince
[funding agency]. . ..Phoning, and phoning, and phoning, and like,
slamming the phone down, asking for other phone numbers, asking who
can I contact, or who's going to help me here, and it was just, I
couldn't believe how many doors were slammed shut for me.

,..I struggled and I thought. I'm going to survive all of you and I thought,
I'm going to finish university.

A personal " force" to be a student was strengthened with deeper entry into the student

role and the university system. Being students gave them membership in a

community, and that in tum provided a deep sense of belonging.

The participants reported strains about their entry into the University of
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Manitoba. As discussed earlier, ambivalence about the early part of the transition

was evident. They reported "guilt" about the amount of time they spent with their

children once they became students, whether o¡ not their husbands or partners were

supportive àf the retum. Yet, in achieving success as students, they leamed to devote

mo¡e time to meet the expectations of the University and described personal

satisfaction in achieving the transformation. The intersection of these competing

demands was where the strains erupted most frequently. Gerson (1985) identified the

transition from nonstudent to student, although non-normative fo¡ students who are

also parents, as having enough flexibility to ailow for positive gratif,rcation. In order

to handle the competing role demands and to dec¡ease the ambivalence, their personal

determination and satisfaction became the positive gratification or rewards they

received from the new ro1e. A sense of having won battles, of having conquered

their fears, of having achieved success in the eyes of the University, and of fulfilling

longstanding personal goals contributed to viewing the new role as advantageous.

I'm gaining self-conf,rdence. I'm gaining a sense of pride that I can do it.
I'm getting better, my kids are getting better every day.

No matter what happened, their image of self had changed.

Transition Strategies

The strategies that were employed by the participants in managing the

acquisition of the student role will be discussed in three areas: Interactions with self,

interactions within prirnary relationships and interactions with the institutions. In the
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interaction with self, in becoming a student, personal determination was identihed as

the me¿ns for maintaining a focus on the important issues related to adding the

student role. Interactions within primary relationships, with family and friends, were

handled with a mixture of orgarization and careful planning of the household and of

building the supports they needed. Participants expressed surprise at what they were

actually capable of doing, but the responsibility for change began with their personal

determination, pulling the others along in the momentum.

I think that if I had been less positive about doing it myself, people would
have been a little less, a little less enthusiastic. But because I was all for it,
people kind ofjumped on the band wagon....yeah, this is something that she is
going to do and she's probably going to make a success out of it. Iæt's cheer
for her.

Throughout their interactions with institutions, both academic and non-academic, they

remained focused on the goal of degree completion. Graduation, the end point of this

process as defined by the academic institution, was viewed as important, but these

students identif,red future employment and careers as completing the process of being

a student.

The participants reported such strong personal determination that it influenced

their responses to the strains created through the transition of becoming a student:

Satisfaction with the student role was high. The student participants were in

programs they had chosen and worked hard to attain, and as stated earlier, their

ownership of the student role was strong. Those who were entering or completing the

final stages of their academic programs anticipated an increase in uncertainty as they
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began the process of adding a professional role to their repertoire. They hoped the

adjustments they had encountered and haxdled as they added the student role would

ease the transition into the next stage.

Interaction with Self

Personal persistence, or a strong sense of personal determination, was the

driving force that kept eâch student in university. They identifired the acquisition of

certain personal skills that were demanded by the student role: The use of inner

resources to push self, pride in accomplishments, development of a more outgoing

personality, dedication of time to maintain certain grade standards, asking for

assistance, using experience and age to solve problems, and being as well rested as

possible.

I wanted to go to university cause I wanted to prove...that I can get a degree.
...but I still had another half year to go before I could have gone. So then I
thought, I better get into the U of M, get my foot in the door first. So then
we went ahead and made the move...

And I decided that no, I'm going to go for the long haul. What I want to do.
That's the only thing that will make me happy in the end. So here I am.

...I couldn't afford to move away to another province.... given that my lchild]
is in school, I didn't want to disrupt [his/her] life. In choices like this,
I try to put [his/her] needs ftrst.. .

I just thought, my god, at this age, I'm going to make the effo¡t. I'm going to
force myself to be outgoing. And it worked....I'm not going to be that
person. I'm going to change.

Coping with the demands that we¡e placed on them was viewed as centrai to the goal

of acquiring a degree.
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And I've noticed this. Women that I've met who are my age, who have been

in the same job, or you know, the same kind of life style since 21 or whatever
age, but they haven't had to readjust their thinking or juggle a tremendous
load find it more difficult to all of a sudden have to leam new skills.

The personal goal of being a student had sustained each participant through the

ambivalence of the early stages of the transition, into viewing the conflict and strain

that was encountered as potentially benehcial, a¡d assisted with the development of a

campaign when confronted with the intransigence of the academic and non-academic

institutions.

Interactions within Primary Relationships

Respondents identified changes in their primary relationship interactions with

children, husbands or partners, work or volunteer experiences, and friends, in order

to accommodate the shift into the student role. Primary relationships were not

neglected in their descriptions of family lives, but they were described in a less

positive way than the interaction with self in the transformation into the student

identity.

Children. Children and their demands received hrst consideration, but the

participants also described the development of an ability to leave their children when

needed to focus on the demands of the student ¡ole.

At times, thei¡ noses get out of joint. 'You're always studying when exams
come. .. 'They're proud of me in their own little way, that I'm going to
school. They're going to school and I'm going to school, and they think
it's really neat that their mom goes to school too.

Students without a spouse or partner were conce¡ned with providing their children
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with information about the school experience and discussing the decisions that affected

them.

And I said, we really need to work together, we need to pitch in too, like
we're all in this together, and I need you guys' help. And I said, if you
ever start feeling really resentful, picture something in your head that you
really, really want, and when I graduate, we're going to do it.

Manied students did not describe the process of involving their chiidren as clearly,

perhaps because they had another adult in the home.

The students described their children as exhibiting a curiosity of the

educational process and an ar.vareness of their mothers' achievements, viewed through

their young eyes. One student's children thought it was funny that she had mo¡e

homework than they; others compared their studying experiences to those of their

mother; one child was hoping to take the same program because of the pinball

machines in the coffee room. The children noted the changes that had happened in

their homes, and severai commented: "You've always got your face stuck in a

book. "

Specifically, the students viewed the experience as having future rewards,

especially in the creation of an education-positive household, and in the provision of a

positive role model for their children, but the process was not without strain.

låst year, last term, was just brutal. Courses, new faculty. The courses were
really tough....so that was, it's difficult. Scheduling that. School doesn't
allow for holidays, like, when I say holidays, I mean the kids' stuff. Like
Hallowe'en, the Christmas parties. The, you know, you've got to make
costumes for the kids, you've got to take them out on Hallowe'en. Who cares
if you have a test the next day...School doesn't allow for things like that. So
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that's the battle.

Their family and academic schedules were planned efficientiy, their children were

learning to deal with the changes, and yet the students exhibited ambivalence about

the transition that had taken place.

I do feel guilty lots of times. Lots of guilt, you know, with the kids.
I go, oh, I should be doing that. But the reality of it is I know I probably
wouldn't be if I wasn't doing this anyhow.

I think I feel guilty taking away from them, but now that they're a bit older,
it's not so bad.

Husbands and partners. They placed less emphasis on the interactions with

their spouses or partners than with their children. Some described a reliance on their

husbands or partners for financial and emotional input, and four indicated positive

support from a husband or partner. One paficipant described a need to remain

positive with her spouse through all her experiences, in order to keep him involved,

and found it exhausting.

He's starting to understand just by talking and taiking and talking with him
and letting him see that--trying to sit down and not argue with him....This is
something I need and you have to support me, you have to support me, I need
your support, and it's really difficult at times.

Another student described how leaving a negative relationship with he¡ pafner had

allowed her to heal herself, giving her the personal strength to confront the academic

world. Yet another had.to negotiate with her husband for his support for the

remaining years of her academic program, in order to speed up her time through the

program and de¡rease the amount of time in which the family will have to
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accommodate the changes.

The emphasis on provision of house work was mo¡e muted. The participants

took the responsibility for organizing or doing the actual work in the house but they

all expressed delight when others completed the required tasks in the home. Several

declared that they had changed their expectations with regard to household cleanliness

because of their limited free time. Concem was focused, rather, on their interactions

with their children or partner, and although there was always some work that needed

doing, the strain of household work was not described as overwhelming.

Work and volunteer experiences. Students described strategies related to

handling the other roles in their lives. They viewed their academic experience as

providing for their futu¡e economic and career needs. Some had ¡educed their paid

employment or volunteer positions when they became students. Several spoke of

having unionized positions at present that would pay a higher wage than future job

prosp€cts, but the conditions or options that went along with the career-focused jobs

had become more important to them. Students who were recipients of social

assistance described their past volunteer experiences as assisting with the development

of their academic aspirations.

Friends. Personal and friendship support through giving guidance, advice, or

just having someone listen provided a strong emotional lift for these students.

...one girl friend especially, is still my best support in the world. Well,
she ties with my husband but she was very, very good about it.
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Students who had positive relationships with extended families described these as

supportive: Parents provided advice, assistance with chiid care and house work, and

financial assistånce in several cases. Others spoke positively of the receipt of support

from friends. Aitematively, some friends were described as distracters. These

friends were not willing to accommodate the demands of the new role and the changes

that, the student had to make to their relationships.

I think they're [friends] more envious of us and they always try and sabotage
you sort of. 'Oh, you've done enough studying. Why don't you come over
for coffee?'

Participants had to reduce certain interactions or retreat to another room in the house

to study if friends dropped by when exam time neared, a-nd the friends reacted

negatively to the changes that had taken place.

Interactions with Institutions

The University's schedules and demands did not easily accommodate the

family needs of the participa¡ts. Students who had children were generally viewed

with suspicion by the academic institution and its employees, and deadlines and

schedules were usually unbending. Funding agencies and government service

agencies also displayed rigidity in their interactions with the participants.

This year I have a student loan. That I had to fight for....Oh, it was
terrible....I've heard of people who've had a harder time.

I even went as far as registering for correspondence courses and going down
there and saying, I'm already in, give me the money, and they still wouldn't
do it.
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I thought, well maybe I should sneak out of the class, tell the professor it's
something very important, and tell my [child], not tell him what it is cause he
would never think saying happy birthday to your [child] is important. It
is....They only care about their subjects, they don't want to heff anything else
about your life.

I needed reaily good marks [to get into the program], and of course you know
that if you want good marks you have to dedicate the time to get the good
ma¡ks. And that was a really stressfui point.

They identified particular strategies and skills that they developed in response to the

demands of the institutions.

I'm challenged by papers, by exams, even though exams really scare me to
death sometimes, but there's still a challenge and I work really good under
pressure. And I like being challenged. I really do. It's not for everybody.
There's some people who really just cannot handle pressure and they, they
fold, when this kind of pressure hits them.

I had to fight for it, and they kept telling me I couldn't do it. I couldn't do it,
I couldn't do it. I was, damn you, I'm going to do it.

I had to get accepted into two universities just to get where I'm going.

You see, that's where I kept changing my personality saying, I'm gonna ask
questions, I'm gonna fo¡ce the issue and so I started digging and I found all
these things out.. ..They didn't.

They learned to plan programs and tirnetables, use advising services, and at times

move into a lower job classification in order to respond to academic demands.

Development of Strategies

The demands of the student role were as strong as the demands of the parent

role for the participants, and to be academicaliy successful, the strategy to deal with

the potential conflict was the ability to set priorities and to plan: They carefully
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structured their research and studying times. Construction of workable pattems was

done in a manner suggested by Voydanoff (i984). They did not neglect their

interactions with their chiidren but were more focused and planned than they had been

before entering university.

They focused more strongly on thei¡ relationships with their children than with

their spouses or partners. Interaction with spouse or partner was not highlighted by

the participants when discussing the changes that had happened in the home, strains

they had encountered during the entry, or in their consideration of changes ¡elated to

graduation. If the decision to enter university was strongly dependent on the presence

or absence of children, once that decision was made, the primary relationship with

spouse or partner seemed to be of less concem for these students.

The establishment of priorities among and within roles, and the ability to

compartmentalize those roles, was described by Skinner (i984) as assisting with a

decrease in the strain experienced with adding a new role. Because the children of

the participants were young, parentâl responsibilities were high. The demands of the

children could not be ignored nor could high levels of responsibility be placed on the

children themselves. The participants planned their class times and courses to

separate the parent and the student roles. They clearly described a change in focus

throughout their day. As they entered the University, they became students. When

they returned home, they focused on their children and their needs.
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...well, the student [ife] really ties into everything I'm doing because going
back to school, basically every day that's planned out while I'm in school
reflects on, okay, who's going to watch the kids while I go to school, and
okay, I have to be home by 3:30 you know, and it all ties in. I've got an
exam coming so this week has to be less of this or this and more of time to
studying and homework.

The participants became adept at dealing with the costs of child care in several ways,

not allowing this family issue to keep them from their goal of continuing in their

academic programs.

I would have tried....I think I would have tried to use my income tax refund
to go back if it came down to having to do that.

Novak and Thacker (1989) recommended the use of social supports as a

personal coping strategy. One particular strategy developed by the student

respondents was the support base they built themselves to maintain at least two or

more strongly demanding roles. They identified their own involvement in the

development of the needed suppofts. Supports were provided by key people:

Mothers provided personal, child care, and housework support; a boyfriend or partner

provided emotional support; counsellors provided guidance, teaching, and academic

preparation; several families provided emotional and hnancial support; friends

provided an ear; some individual academic support was given by instructors or

professors; some firnancial assistance was available.

The University itself provided little support, although several students spoke

positively of a program with built-in academic supports. Some ofhces within the

University offered helpful and sympathetic advice or guidance, and students availed
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themselves of their services as needed. However, they had to educate themselves

about these services a¡d had to "push" for information, and "dig" to maintain a high

ievel of persistence. The leaming process involved in building the needed support

was identified as a skill that contributed to their successful transition.

Anticioating Graduation and Careers

When contemplating the completion of their degrees, students spoke of

exploring more fully the career and personal goals they had set in motion when they

became students, expecting to encounter decreased uncertainty when they began the

shift out of the student role. As these students move into the final stage of their

studies and begin careers and professional development they value so highly, another

transition will occur. When asked to anticipate readjustments reiated to graduation,

they again focused on issues related to their children primarily, and to a lesser extent,

on economic factors. They anticipated a future that would be less traumatic than the

battles of the early reentry stage, because of their personal transformations that had

occuned. They anticipated the next transition stage with a sense of "exploration" and

preparation.

I'm sure there's lots of places I'd like to work. I'm not sure what they all are '

yet though, I'm just exploring that.

I want to get a decent job where at least I know I'm paid every two weeks
or whatever.

And I thought, yes, I'm going to be that person who has that cffeer.
It seems so odd.
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The integration of the student role into the self identity of the participant gave

her a sense of pride in conquering the experience.

...but having the student identity now, it does give you mo¡e, a better sense

of belonging, that you are.. .contributing to yourself. You're notjust spinning
your wheels, you're doing something.

Being a Successful Student

As discussed earlier, the personal transformation into the student identity

occurred once the commitment to the demands of the student role was made. Most of

the battle was won; at the leâst, the demands of the University had been met, and the

participants had accomplished the skills dema¡rded of students. Time was carefully

structured, in order to be both parent and student. The descriptions they provided

were intriguing, in that they described a'Juggling act" and "guilt" about what was

happening with their children, yet also strongly emphasized feelings of "confidence",

"belonging", and improved self-esteem.

And when you incorporate that student identity, you soméhow feel
whole....having the student identity now it does give you morej a better sense

of belonging.

I really shine and I just love it....despite all of the crises and this one that
I'm going through right now with losing funding and all of these other things,
this is probably one of the happiest times of my life.

I don't want to neglect my kids because of my school, but I don't want
to neglect my school because of my kids. So things go back and forth.

Although the personal life situations described by the students who participated

in ihis study varied, university experience fo¡ced a similarity among them. To better
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understånd the family and life experiences that surrounded the retum, a synopsis of

the day-to-day reality of living with famiiy and student roles will be provided and

follows.

Ä Tvniecl Tlqw' " À f iohf fimc freme ri

Participants provided detailed descriptions of their daily lives and homes.

When asked to account for the last day they spent in classes, several students needed

to spend a moment to focus their thoughts. One student suggested she should work

backwards from end to beginning, as the end of the day was the most recent in her

memory. Another pointedly began the descrþtion of her day at midnight, as she was

studying at that time. These students had little free time, and described a very busy

day, the organization of which was their responsibility. They maintained high levels

of interaction with their children when they were home together, befo¡e and after

class and study times. A "tight time frame" was one student's succinct description of

her day.

The responsibility for organizing their households was theirs. In household

activities, women with partners were in charge of household work, as were single

mothers. One student talked about the diff,rculties of negotiating household work with '

her partner, stating she did most of it.

I have it down to a75-25 split. And guess who does 75% of
the housework? [I do.] But he does pretty good.

All students with children age 72 and unde¡ mentioned getting their children
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ready for school or child care in the momings, then organizing themselves in

preparation fo¡ their academic day, and travelling to the University. They would f,rnd

time between classes for reseatch, coffee, or lunch, although several had arranged

túeir schedules so that ail their ciasses were tåken as closeiy together as possible, with

no time gaps, allowing them to leave for home as soon as they could. Personal, or

self-care was discussed and some tried to incorporate physical exercise into their day,

and others wished for more time to include an exercise program. After the retum to

their homes, five students were responsible for meal preparation and the other five

received assistance with preparation of the evening.meal. Once the children were in

bed, these students tried to take some time to study, but several indicated that only

light reading was possible at the end of the day.

I do a little bit of reading. It's like the mornings and afternoons are good,

but like I said, by the time evenings come I'm so wiped out that even if I did
reâd it wouldn't stick.

Those that had enough energy used the hours between nine o'clock and midnight as

their prime studying time.

Some indicated an acceptance of the level of household support they received,

but several wished for more assistance. Olde¡ children were seen as being more

capable of assisting in the home with light chores, although most participants did not

request active help from their children. One participant expressed some concern

because her young chiidren had to help with household chores and meal preparation.
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I find they're really responsible for their ages, you know. They take on a lot
of responsibility. Sometimes it's a little sad that they have to, but...

They yearned fo¡ the time to do special things with their children, as even everyday

interactions and experiences had to be carefully planned.

Well, if I have to use the library, then I'll arange it so that [my husband] can
drop [our son] off at my girl friend's place or take a later lunch or whatever
he's doing so that I can ståy fo¡ a little extra. Usually what I would like to do
is come home early on a night class. Like if [my husband's] getting home at
5, my classes don't start till 7, so we'll eat early and I'm gone by 5:30 and
then I'm here.

Although there was little extra time, the participants viewed the reentry experience in

a positive way.

Transformation to Student

"Mom, you've always got your face in a book. "

Students described the building of a personal transformation that occurred

through persistence that became the driving force to suståin them through the battles,

crises, and the demands of their families.

Just a few more yeârs left. I can get through this garbage. But there's so
many other people coming behind me that are stili putting up with this and a
lot of them don't have the self-esteem I've managed to build up in these past
few years. That they're going to take whatever people dish out to them. And
I don't think it's fair. And I'm glad I'm in [profession] where I can scream
and yell and stomp my feet and tell them it's wrong.

I may have made a lot of transitions, but oriiy the bottom line is the person

[making the] evaluation...I don't care if I was living in a shack right now.
I'm happy.

Although there was a sense that they were not different than anyone else with
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goals, the attainment of the skills related to student success gave participants a speæial

feeling of accomplishment. The academic milestones of entry into university, entry

into a professional program, and a good grade point average served to reinforce the

special feeling. The way the participants described the battles they fought to become

students and to cope with the family changes, the academic demands, and the needs of

their children was evidence of successful acquisition of the student role.

...juggling, and then being abie to also, you know, [hardle] the family, the
home life, and all the other things that go with it, and then to also go to
school and get the grades.

They planned and conducted a "campaign" to get from being a nonstudent to

being a student. The trigger event moved them from being tentative and undecided

about how and when to become a student, to begin the investigation of degree,

prodram, and economic requirements. Severat particþants had identified an earlier

false start, waiting until things were in order. Once the commitment was made,

however, and the plan enacted, nothing was allowed to stand in the way. Although

they displayed ambivalence in regard to parental roles, they ca-refully structured their

time to accommodate the demands of the student role and the ne€ds of their children.

The family situations were not perfect, but for the present, they would do.

The strains that were reported by these students illustrated the overlap between

the demands of the student and family roles. They built supports into their lives in

order to accommodate the competing demands of the different roles.
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f nuu" ¿i kinds of support. I have a really good strong group of women
friends and I have a counsellor, a¡d I have a good pafiner. ..who does half of
the physical work in the home, who is a good parents to the children, and I
have subsidized housing ald I have a sense of community where I go to
school.

Being a student, and thus being part of the educational community, was an important

issue related to personal success. Even though the path towa¡d success was not

smooth, the fact that they belonged and had become students completed the

transformation.

The literature reviewed for this study identif,red the development of skills to

assist with the acquisition of the student role. Although Redding and Dowling (1992)

suggested that female reentry students and the academic institutions they enter had

made changes to accommodate each other, very few institutional accommodations

were identified by the participants: The re€ntry students developed the skills

necessary to accommodate the student role.

But as an older student, the biggest problem I have is I don't know where to
place these professors. They treat you like kids sometimes. They don't really
ca¡e what's happening to you, and as an adult, I think talking to anothe¡ adult
there's something wrong....I really think some of them should change, or the
system should change.

The transition process could have been facilitated by identifying institutional and

academic supports. The participants viewed the entry process as a battle, a p€rception

that could be altered if the system would be perceived as providing some identif,rable

assistance. The "feedback" described by one student represented a small positive

response on the part of the university and enhanced he¡ sense of belonging. These
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students chose professional faculties with strong support bases and clearly articulated

pfograms and c¿reer goals, illustrating their sense of wanting to belong and to be

focused on specif,rc paths.

In the t¡ansition into the student role, the picture each participant had of

herself underwent a change. When they began the reentry process, they viewed

themselves as mothers, employees, or homemakers. At this stâge, they settled their

lives and made application to the university. As they became students, the image

shifted into that of fighters, confronting challenges with battle plans for success.

They were actively involved in the process of completing courses. Finally, the

students were looking forwa¡d to completion, and anothe¡ transition into a

professional career.
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Chapter IV

Summary, Recommendations and Conclusions

Summary

The purpose of this study was to understand how female reentry students at the

University of Manitoba defined and managed their successful tmnsition to the student

role. A qualitative method was chosen to give female reentry students voices in

describing the restructuring of their lives with the addition of the student role.

Students who were actively involved in working toward an undergraduate degree in a

professional school were chosen to provide a focused perspective on the

undergraduate reentry process. Also, successful transition can best be described by

students who are successful by both their own personal ståndards and those of the

institution. Women with young children were chosen bec¿use of the great challenges

they face in entering and remaining in a university program.

A strong sense of personal determination with a focus on future issues

underlay the transition into the student role. The students used words like "planned",

"organized", and "commitment" when discussing their choice of program and

university, their entry and continuation. A trigger event related to the decision to

enter university at either a nontraditional age or stage of the famiiy life cycle was

identihed as beginning the process. A1l spoke of their future plans, especially with

relationship to the development of a professional and career role in the years

following degree completion. When confronted with obstacles that arose from
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institutional planning and personal crises, a willingness to do battie was evident.

Once the commitment was made, they took ownership of the decisions and the

requirements of the student role and continued to persist in their academic pursuits.

The participants in this study described their success as an ability to construct

workable pattems of relationships, an understanding of the demands of an academic

program, the ability to handle institutional demands, and the ability to focus strongly

on a future-oriented goal. Because there are no rules or few guidelines available to

individuals who are contemplating the entry into an academic institution at a

nontraditional stage, they basically set their own.

Most strain or conflict was related to the proc€ss of entering and becoming a

student, and with careful structuring of time, their family situations became easier and

the students reported being happier. Even though certain times of the academic term

were difficult, especially with regard to special events ¡elated to their children, they

described positive self-esteem and a sense of "belonging" as students. They would

not trade it for anything and would persist in their efforts to complete their academic

programs.

Recommendations and Conclusions

Most reentry student research has focused on the reentry process as

experienced by female students. Little is known about male reentry students, and thus

the picture is incomplete. Strains that were identified by female reentry students with

both parent and student ¡oles revolved around the presence of children. Are male
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students who are also parents entering the university system at nontraditional ages? If

they are parents, do they experience strains? How do they describe the transition?

Comparing and contrasting the experiences of both femaie and male reentry students

would enhance the picture of transition into the student role at a nontraditional age.

The student participants anticipated entering the work force in a professional

capacity upon degree completion. A iongitudinal study, investigating entry into the

work force, wouid provide a more comprehensive picture of the final stage of the

reentry process as identifìed by these students. Will entry into the work force in a

professional capacity be as easy as they seem to imply?

Although this group of ten students is not representative of the entire re€ntry

student population at the University of Manitoba, the participants identified issues that

will be of concern to academic and administrative student service providers. Issues

that are related to govemment student poiicies were also identiÍred. The students

who participated were successful students, limiting generalizations of the study to

students who have already become part of the academic system. Yet their description

of the process of adding a demanding role could provide new students and those

contemplating reentry with strategies for success.

This study was also limited by the fact that the three facuities selected as the

source of reentry students have professiona-l aims. Reentry students from a larger, or

more general, pool of potential participants may present different issues and

problems. Also, a larger, funded project would allow a deeper exploration. of issues
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such as trigger events and career aims, over time.

Diff,iculties and strain related to a obstacles encountered by female reentry

students were identified. Policies and programs related to these students should be

developed or articulated at the University of Manitoba in order to assist with the

reentry process. To that end, specific recommendations foliow. They are derived

from the experiences of the student participants and supported by the researcher's

employment experiences with reentry students and reinforced by strategies identif,red

in the literatu¡e.

1. Funding issues. Cur¡ent government policy which funds studènts on social

assistance will no longer support four year degree programs. Students without

previous academic experience, who are en¡olled in professional programs at the

University of Manitoba, must spend at least four full-time years of study in the

university system. Also, the federal govemment is currently considering changes to

the course ioad requirement for student loans from 60Vo of a full course load to 80%.

The academic p¡ograms of reentry students with family responsibilities will be

jeopardized, at least in the early stages of reentry. Advocacy with funding agencies is

¡ecommended.

2. Student status. High-achieving students who a¡e not enrolled as full-time

students are not usually considered eligible for scholarship funding. Full- and part-

time assessment is based on an academic year of September to April, and yet the

student participants reported that they needed to continue their studies into the
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summer session in order to complete the number of credit hours required to complete

a full+ime academic year. Assessment of reentry students over the whole year could

improve their scholarship opportunities.

3. The university system. The University of Manitoba's Responsibilities of

Academic Staff with Regard to Students Policy @OASS) policy could be amended to

include consideration of parental status with regard to examination policy, course

participation, and illnesses of children, as a collective responsibility (University of

Manitoba Calendar, 1993).

4. Parental status. Better drop-in child ca¡e services on campus with reserved

parking for students with children could ease child care strains or emergencies. An

infirmary for children who are not seriously ill could allow parents to attend classes

or write examinations while their children are being cared for on campus.

5. Academic programming. A variety of class times and sessions should be

considered for reentry students. Planning and advising of summer session schedules

several years in advance would allow students to plan their programs carefully.

Provision of information relating to degree requirements at a very early stage would

also assist students with program planning.

6. Orientation. Student orientation for students who are parents could provide

reentry students with details of university support programs and services that are

available. As well, orientation of new academic staff could include information about

reentry students.
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In general, the University of Manitoba must make a more concerted effort to

provide assistance and guidance to female reentry students. A program currently in

place at the Winnipeg Education Centre was described by several students as being

very supportive of parental status. A recent report by The Canadian Federation of

University Women provides a profile of the "woman-friendly" university in Canada

(Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada, March 1993), and although its

recommendations are not confined to students, the suggestions support changes to

university policies that could facilitate the process of reentry for students.
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Appendix A

Interview Schedule

Today's Date:

Place:

Time:

Interviewer's Name:

ID Number:

General Ouestions

Hello

I really appreciate the fact that you can talk to me today. I'm very interested

in your experiences at the University of Manitoba, and what led to your becoming a

student. I will be dividing our talk into three sections, beginning with a look at the

past, moving into the present, and then asking you to think a little about the future.

[Biographical Section]

1. What year did you first enter university?

2. How long has it been since you have been in school of any kind?

3. Do you have any other postsecondary school experience?

4. How old were you when you first entered university?

5. V/hat did you do before you became a university student?

PROMPTS: job, home/parenting, employment, adult education, college,
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other classes, other.

Discuss with the student the "world" of those experiences, length of time in

various situations, how they feit about what they did.

If respondent does not mention this above:

6. Describe your home to me. Who shares it with you?

[General Sections]

Now we will talk about your decision to become a university student. I would

like to discover what it was like for you to decide to enter university. You've now

been taking classes for (amount of time a student) , and I'm sure the university

"system" has become more clear to you.

7. Why did you choose the University of Manitoba?

8. Which program (or Faculty) did you select? Why?

9. Can you tell me about any particular infiuences in making this choice?

PROMPTS: counsellors, special programs, spouse, children, friends.

10. lVere these people involved in any way with helping you choose a particular

program? If yes, how?

I'd like to know more clearly the factors that were involved in getting you

from (what student was doing before) into University. I'm going to use some

speçifìc terms while we talk and would like you to respond to those issues as best as

you can.

11. What triggered or propelled your entrance into university?
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12. Are there any economic factors that influenced your decision to enter university?

PROMPTS: occupational concerns, money.

13. Are there any personal factors that influenced your decision to enter university?

PROMPTS: self fulfirllmenlesteem needs, divorce, health, family life,

influence of family @arent, sibling, significant other), influence of mentor.

14. Can you think of any things that delayed your entry?

PROMPTS: spouse, family issues, career goals, financiâI factors, self-

conceplesteem.

15. Did you know anyone else who was going to University? (Any family, friends

or co-workers?) Did they support what you did? (Describe)

Now we will move into a slightly different area, with a cuffent perspective.

Now that you've been a student for a while, it is probably becoming a more regular

part of your life. I want to know how the life of a student fits in with the rest of

yaudús

16. I want you to think back to the last day you were in classes (ask person to

indicate which day of week). Please describe what you did during that day from

beginning to end. @robe for interaction with chiid(ren).)

PROMPTS: family life, school life, home life, employment, personal/"free"

time.

17. How maly classes do you attend per term/year? Do you take any summer

classes? What is that like?
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* This question was added after the seventh interview:

17a. When do you get your best studying done?

18. How far away from the university do you live? How long does it take you to get

to the University? (If not discussed: What fo¡m of transportation do you use?)

19. What are the tasks you perform in your home on a regular basis? Are you

responsible for organizing these tasks? Does anyone help?

PROMPTS: children, spouse/partner, kin, friends, paid help.

Examples of tasks: shopping, laundry, cooking, cleaning, child care, planning

celebrations.

I'd like to hear your perspective on some of the changes in your life now that

you are a student.

20. Are you gaining alything from the experience?

PROMPTS: career opportunities, money (scholarships, grants, bursaries),

social life, (new friends/peer group), relationships, family life.

21. Do you think you are giving anything up by being a student? (As student

mentions issues, discuss importance of these issues.)

PROMPTS: job, money (loans, savings, bursaries), family life (spouse,

children, or parents), social life, relationships, personal time.

22. What is your total annual household income for ß92'!

23. How would you define student success? (Iæt them talk for a while about this

topic.) Are you a successful student? Why?
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* The following question was added after the fourth interview:

23a. What supports do you have for what you are doing? (Prompt for family or

institutional.) If yes, or some, what have you done to build or create these supports?

24. Do you feel there is a "driving force" keeping you in University? If yes, who

(what) is it?

25. (If respondent has a spouse/partner) Has the attitude of your spouse/partner

changed ove¡ the time you have been a student?

26. Describe your home life now that you're a student. (P¡ompt for changes to any

pattem that was established befo¡e individual became a student.)

' Now let us move into a perspective that looks into the future.

27. Have you thought about what you are going to do after you're finished with

(student's program)?

28. Is graduation importânt to you? Explain.

29. Do you anticipate any readjustment in your life when you are no longer a

student?

PROMPTS: family patterns, wo¡k force involvement, financial status,

personal time.

Well, that's great! Thank you for sharing with me your thoughts on what it's

like to be in university. Good luck in your future plans. I will be sending you

results of this study in about six months time.
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Appendix B

Ethics Approval
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Appendix C

Interview Request to Prospective Participant From Home Faculty

Date

Address

Deår Student:

As Dean (or Student Advisor) in the Faculty of name of student's home

Faculty, I am contâcting you to make you aware of a request that has come from a

graduate student in the Department of Family Studies in the Faculty of Human

Ecology. The researcher, Ms. Brigitte Wiebe, is also a Student Advisor at the

University of Manitoba, and she is conducting a ¡esearch project in the Department of

Family Studies under the direction of Dr. Ca¡ol Harvey (474-9225). She is studying

the decision of students like yourself to enter University and the subsequent changes it

made in their lives.

She is looking for women who meet the following criteria:

1. Age upon first admission to the University of Manitoba was at least 25

years, and not more than 44.

2. Enrollment as either a part o¡ full-time student during 1992-93.

3. Enrollment in at least a second academic year at the University of

Manitoba in 1992-93.

4. Parental status of being a mother with at least one co-resident child under
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the age of 12.

If you meet the above criteria, she wa.nts to interview you for approximately

an hour, asking open-ended questions about family, school, and work roles. You are

free to withdraw at any time. The interview will be tape-recorded to assist with

analysis; after the research is complete, the tape recording will be destroyed. You

will not be identified by name or position in the presentation of research results.

Your experiences as a student are valuable to increase our knowledge of

family and school roles. Please consider participating. If you want to be interviewed

please contact Brigitte Wiebe at (home telephone number). An answering machine

will be available to take your message and Brigitte will ¡eturn your call as soon as

possible.

Sincerely,

Name of Dean of Student's Home Facultv (or

Advisor)
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Appendix D

Informed Consent

I, _, agree to participate in an

(name of student)

interview with Brigitte Wiebe, graduate student, Depafiment of Family Studies,

University of Manitoba, unde¡ the direction of D¡. Carol Hawey (ph. 474-9225).

The purpose of the research is to investigate the family and student roles of retuming

female students at the University of Manitoba. A tape recorder will be used to record

the interview.

The information I give will remain confrdential. Excerpts of this interview

may be made part of the final research report, but any published reports will not

identify me by name or situation. My participation in this interview is entirely

voluntary.

I understand I b¿n withdraw from this project at any time, and I may ¡efuse to

answer any particul question.

signed (student's name)

date

Please send me a repo on the results of this research project. (Circle one)

YES NO

My address (for mailing the research report) is:
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Appendix E

Stages of the Process of the Interview and Analysis

1. Contact

a. Faculty i. letter with supporting documentation sent

ii. approval from Faculty provided

iii. Faculty sent letters to appropriate students on Faculty's letterhead

b. Student i. letter requests contact from the student if she is interested in the

proj ect

ii. calls are made to reseârcher's telephone

2. Response

a. message on telephone answering machine

i. message ret¡ieved

ii. call returned

iii. discussion of study with student

iv. screening of student

b. personal response to student call

i. discussion of study with student

ii. screening of student

c. student's response to oppofiunity for involvement

i. asked to fhink about it

ii. immediate approval to be interviewed
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d. appointment made according to student's schedule

3. Interview Meeting

a. student met at appointed time

b. offer of coffee, tea, water

c. consent form signed; student given choice of receiving a summary of results

4. Interview

a. rapport established throughout meeting and subsequent interview

b. questions added or changed, as guided by responses of participant and previous

interviews

c. researcher took time to review interview skills, use of probes, and use of neutral

responses upon completion of each interview

5. Transcription

a. use of a tape recorder with a pause button

b. interview transcribed

c. review of transcribed interview

d. reformatting of transcribed interview for use with the computer program

6. Analysis

a. coding

i. begin with each utterance

ii. move to observations

iii. use observations and variables from literature to create codes
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b. comparison

i. of codes in each interview

ii. of codes across all interviews

c. collapse (into more abstract ideas) to develop themes paficular to the set of

interviews

d. recomparison of themes to allow researcher to ¡efocus ideas
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Appendix F

Analysis Procedures - Sample Flow

Stages 1 and 2: Utterances noted and observations coded (some simultaneous
development)

(a) Sample code words (Developed throughout transcription, review and coding)

(b) Copy of coded transcript (Copy of transcribed interview; numbered and ma¡ked
using The Ethnograph)

HISTORY
PROGRAM
DAY
NDAY
HOMECH
BUREAU

#-SPOUSE
been a change. That we have to...
but he's changed too. Like we both
so¡t of are on a continuum that no
one can ever stay stâgnant. So that

$-HANDLE
we're both learning, we're both
changing, um. I guess some for the
better, some for the worst. Like I
said, I'm more independent, um, and

%-NON-GRADES
yeah, you really have to stând strong
to people's opinions, people's
opposition, ard like no, if you're
studying this Saturday night, you
can't go to that social. You know,
you're not going because you're
studying. (And would he not go
alone? He doesn't want to?) No,

Academic experiences before starting degree
Why chose program
Descúbe day
Other days - description
Changes in the home
Interactions with bureaucratic decisions

t563 -#
t564
1565
1566

t567
1568
1569
1570

1s7L I l-%
1572 lll
is73 -#-$ 

|

1574 i157s Its76 |

1577 -Vo

1578

i-$
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Stage 3: Observations developed further through review of individual interviews into
emerging themes

POTENTIAL THEMES:
a. - self-development and self-fulfillment

- prime, or driving force, is doing this for her children

b. - self-empowerment ("doing something for myself")
- her personal situation most importånt ard the outlying people/factors are
peripheral

c. - support structures developed specihcally by individuals for the purpose of
assisting their transition

d. - anger as a motivato¡/"driving force"
- poverty

e. - responsibility to her children, even though they have to participate in her
choices/life
- responsibility for change

f. - future achievement for her children
- slow, steady growth toward a goal, once opportunities are available

Sample Progress Notes:
YOUR NOSE IS ALWAYS IN A BOOK

HISTORICAL PICTURE
- EVERY SITUATION UNIQUE, BUT DESIRE TO FURTHER ONESELF

ACADEMICALLY IS PART OF THE PICTURE FROM WAY BACK
- all had some experience with being in a classroom after high school (not all

completed high schooi)
- this entry was viewed as NEW
- in most cases, marriage/relationships and children intervened
- the presence of children most common feature

TRIGGER
- although these women indicated a long term interest in obtaining a university

education, something was there as a trigger to push them into taking the frirst step
- economic factors
- strong identification of future issues
- age of children
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- personal development
- dissatisfaction with role
- availability of program
- wanted to move away from social assistance

Stage 4: Reorganization of themes and ideas into more general categories (Sample
pattern development, using codes)

RELATIONSHIP
*reaction/j uggle/handie/kids/supporlstrains/singlek/futurek

SUCCESS
*ti me/readj/bureau/grades/coresp I planl or gnizel self-m, etc.

PERSISTENCE
*nday/economic/futurek/trigger/home, etc.

Stage 5: Writing stage with constant ¡eferral to subcategories and themes that
emerged


